Abstract. We study the deformation theory of CR maps in the positive codimensional case. In particular, we study structural properties of the mapping locus E of (germs of nondegenerate) holomorphic maps H : (M, p) → M ′ between generic real submanifolds M ⊂ C N and M ′ ⊂ C N ′ , defined to be the set of points p ′ ∈ M ′ which admit such a map with H(p) = p ′ . We show that this set E is semi-analytic and provide examples for which E posseses (prescribed) singularities.
Introduction
For a holomorphic map H : (C N , p) → C N ′ , it follows from an easy extension of Poincaré's counting argument [21] that given a germ of a real-analytic submanifold (M, p), "most" real analytic subvarieties M ′ ⊂ C 
In this paper we study properties of this set, which was introduced in the equidimensional setting where one considers biholomorphisms in the paper [8] as the equivalence locus E(p) of p ∈ M . Our results are valid for maps H which are usually called "nondegenerate" maps. So let us give the necessary definitions for stating our results. We denote the ideal associated to M ′ at the point p ′ , consisting of all germs of real analytic functions vanishing on M ′ , by I p ′ (M ′ ) ⊂ C{w − p ′ , w − p ′ }, and the set of all germs of realanalytic CR vector fields tangent to M near p by Γ p (M ). We say that such a map H is ℓ-finitely nondegenerate at p if
Given M and M ′ as above, and ℓ ∈ N, we define the (ℓ-finitely nondegenerate) mapping locus E ℓ ⊂ E ⊂ M ′ consisting of all points p ′ ∈ M ′ with the property that there exists an ℓ-finitely nondegenerate map H : (M, p) → M ′ with H(p) = p ′ . The rigidity properties of real objects with respect to holomorphic maps already alluded to above lead to interesting structural properties this set. Apart from this, there are several reasons motivating the study of E. One of the main possible applications is in the study of the moduli space of CR maps with respect to the actions of the automorphism groups of M and M ′ from the right or the left, respectively. This is particularly interesting (and has been studied a lot) in the case where M and M ′ are spheres. We refer the interested reader to the survey of Huang and Ji [14] on this matter, and also note that there is a notion of homotopy equivalence in this setting introduced by D'Angelo and Lebl [7] .
Another motivation is that when one studies deformations of proper maps between domains with real-analytic boundaries, then the existence of such maps finds obstructions in the existence of maps between the boundaries very naturally, as all such maps extend holomorphically across the boundary in many settings (see e.g. the paper by Mir [20] ). Let us now state our first theorem: Theorem 1. The mapping locus E ℓ ⊂ M ′ is locally a semi-analytic set.
In particular, we recover one of the main results of [8] for the equivalence locus E(p): since it is also homogeneous (by definition), E(p) ⊂ M is necessarily a locally closed submanifold.
One might wonder whether the mapping locus E ℓ , in contrast to the equidimensional case, can have singularities if the codimension N ′ − N is positive. We construct an example showing that this is actually the case (even if the source manifold is assumed to be very nice).
Theorem 2. Let M be the unit sphere in C N . Then there is a real hypersurface M ′ ⊂ C N +1 such that the mapping locus E ℓ , for any ℓ ≥ 2, is a singular subset of M ′ .
Our approach to studying the mapping locus is to consider the variation of the image point p ′ ∈ M ′ as a deformation of M ′ and to deduce the semi-analyticity result from a more general semi-analyticity result valid for general deformations of M ′ . This approach allows us to shed additional light on the mapping locus in some interesting cases. We point out one instance of this here: the degeneration of the mapping locus to a point can be checked by a sufficient linear criterion, which allows us to recover a statement already implicit in results of [9] from our considerations of deformations.
We recall the necessary definitions: Assume that
We note that we shall see later that the set of infinitesimal deformations of H is a (finite-dimensional) real subspace hol(H) of C{z − p} N ′ , which is tightly related to the tangent space of the set of possible maps of (M, p) into M ′ .
Theorem 3.
Assume H is ℓ-finitely nondegenerate and that there exist no nontrivial infinitesimal deformations of H, i.e. dim R hol(H) = 0. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of p ′ such that E ℓ ∩ U = {p ′ }.
Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 are obtained by a more general study of analytic deformations of the target manifold M ′ together with the jet parametrization technique for CR maps, see Section 2 for all relevant definitions. Their proofs are given in Section 3 and Section 4. The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 contains a list of examples illustrating various properties of the mapping locus.
Preliminaries and further results
This section introduces all the relevant notions and notations used throughout the paper; we also state the more general theorems from which we will deduce the theorems stated in the introduction. 
′ can be considered as the restriction of a holomorphic map H defined on a neighborhood of M . We denote by H(M, M ′ ) the collection of all holomorphic maps sending
) satisfying certain in some sense good geometric and analytic properties, especially those admitting a jet parametrization. An example is given by the class of finitely nondegenerate maps (see Section 4). We will generically denote such a subset of maps by
). In the paper we will need to treat not only the case of a fixed target set M ′ , but also the case of a deformation of M ′ ; that is a family of subvarieties M ′ ǫ including M ′ . More precisely, we extend a definition taken from [8] ; we assume that the reader is acquainted with the basics of semi-analytic geometry, but refer to Section 2.6 for a discussion of the notions we use here.
′ is a deformation obtained in the following way: We choose r > 0 small enough, take X = M ′ ∩ B r (p ′ ), and for all q ′ ∈ X we define the germ (M
, which is a deformation in our sense, as we can use ̺ j (w,w,
It is useful to study the infinitesimal notion corresponding to deformations of maps; compare with [6, [9] [10] [11] .
) the space of real-analytic CR sections of the pull back bundle of CT (C N ′ ) with respect to H, cf. [9] .
and the following equations are satisfied:
for all ̺ ∈ I(D) and Z ∈ M . We denote the space of all infinitesimal deformations of H ǫ0 into D by hol (H ǫ0 , D) .
The proof is the same as [11, Lemma 21] .
) and ǫ(t) a smooth curve in X with ǫ(0) = ǫ 0 . We say that (ǫ(t),
. We denote the set of such parametrized curves by P r (or P r (ǫ0,H) if we need to emphasize that ǫ(0) = ǫ 0 and H = H(0)).
. Note that for k = 1 we recover hol(H, D) given in Definition 5.
In the next lemma we use the following identity: If σ is a real-valued function on C n ∼ = R 2n we can write σ(p) =σ(p,p) for p ∈ C n . Then for any v ∈ C n we have σ p · v =σ p · v +σp ·v, where the first · denotes the inner product in R 2n (hence v has been written as a vector in R 2n ) and the second · is given by a·b := a 1 b 1 +· · ·+a n b n for a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ C n and b = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ C n .
Lemma 9. Let (M, p) be as above, and consider the base-point-type deformation of M ′ and H : M → M ′ a holomorphic map. Let hol(H) be as in [9] .
Proof. Assume p = 0 and p ′ = 0 and denote by ̺ 1 , . . . , ̺ d a set of generators of 
We will be particularly interested in studying the set of deformation parameters ǫ for which a map between M and M ′ ǫ exists. We will call this set the mapping locus, more precisely we have the following definition, cf. the definition of equivalence locus from [8] for the equidimensional case.
Definition 11. Let (M, p) be a germ of submanifold of C N , and let (M
We define the F -mapping locus as the set E F ⊂ X given by
In other words, ǫ ∈ E F if and only if there exits a holomorphic map
2.2. Jet spaces. We will work with maps by means of their jet through suitable parametrization results. The following definitions are very standard and here we mainly aim at establishing the notation used later in the paper. For all p = (p 1 , . . . , p N ) ∈ C N we define the space of k-jets at p of holomorphic maps
is the maximal ideal of the ring of power series centered at p, and j k p denotes the natural projection. For a given k, we will denote by Λ the coordinates in J k p . 2.3. Jet parametrization. It turns out that our structural results hold in higher generality than the setting discussed in the introduction. The methods apply equally well to understanding the structure of F if we assume that F satisfies the following jet parametrization property JPP (see Definition 12) .
Jet parametrization results can be proved in a variety of different contexts and have been used widely in the study of the structure of CR mappings, see e.g. [2, 3, 15, 17, 18] . In the following definition we abstractly define what we need from such a parametrization to obtain the desired structural results. In Section 4 we are going to consider classes of maps which satisfy the jet parametrization property.
be an open subset of maps. We say that F = (F ǫ ) ǫ∈X satisfies the jet parametrization property of order t 0 ∈ N if the following holds.
JPP: There exists an open neighborhood
such that for every map t → (ǫ(t), H(t)) belonging to P r (ǫ(0),H(0)) there exists j ∈ J such that the following holds for all t close enough to 0:
In particular, there exist real-analytic functions c
we can equip F with the induced topology. Similarly as in [11] one can show that Φ j : A j → F is locally a homeomorphism. For more details we refer to [11, Lemma 19] . 
In a similar way as in [9, Remark 18] one can deduce a jet parametrization for hol k (H, D), which for k = 1 implies that hol(H, D) is finite dimensional. As in [11, Cor. 32] D) ) is upper semicontinuous. Applying this fact to a base-point-type deformation and using the last statement of Lemma 9 shows that p → dim hol(H)(p) is upper semicontinuous.
Further results.
The results in the introduction actually hold in a more general setting. In particular Theorem 1 can be formulated for mappings which satisfy JPP.
′ be generic real-analytic submanifolds and assume that F satisfies JPP. Then E F is locally a semi-analytic subset of M ′ .
Theorem 1 now, follows from Theorem 16 and Theorem 27, which shows that the class of ℓ-finitely nondegenerate maps satisfies JPP. Note that Theorem 16 can be regarded as a result for base-point type deformations and hence can be considered as a special case of the following more general result:
and F be as in Definition 12. Then E F is locally a semi-analytic subset of X.
Theorem 17 is a partial generalization of [8, Theorem 2] , its proof is given in Section 3 below.
The parametrization method can also be used to provide a sufficient linear criterion to show that a given map is isolated in F . The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 3 from the introduction:
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 18 and Corollary 10.
The result can be proved as a consequence of Remarks 14 and 15 in an analogous way as in [11] . In the following we are only outlining the main steps and refer to [11, Lemma 23] . We need the following Lemma:
The existence of U is guaranteed by the upper semicontinuity property given in Remark 15 and the continuity of Φ j . Let N be a submanifold of A j intersecting U . Using the rank theorem for Banach spaces as in [11, Lemma 23] we conclude that DΦ j (ǫ, Λ) is injective on T (ǫ,Λ) N for (ǫ, Λ) belonging to a dense open set in N . By Remark 14 we obtain the following inequalities:
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 18. Define Λ 0 = j t0 p H. There exists j ∈ J such that (ǫ 0 , Λ 0 ) ∈ A j . By Lemma 20 there exists a neighborhood U of (ǫ 0 , Λ 0 ) such that for any submanifold N in U ∩ A j it holds that dim N = 0. Then the dimension of U ∩ A j is zero, and thus U ∩ A j consists of isolated points. By Remark 13 the proof is concluded.
2.5. CR geometry. In this subsection we briefly introduce some standard notation from CR geometry; more details can be found e.g. in [4] . Let M be a generic real-analytic CR submanifold of C N . It is well known (see [4] ) that one can choose normal coordinates (z, w) ∈ C n × C d = C N in such a way that M is written as w = Q(z,z,w), (or equivalently :w = Q(z, z, w)),
where Q is a germ of a holomorphic map Q :
In the proof of the parametrization results, the notion of Segre maps is also needed. For j ∈ N let (x 1 , . . . , x j ) be coordinates of C nj (x ℓ ∈ C n for ℓ = 1, . . . , j); we also write x [j;k] := (x j , . . . , x k ). The Segre map of order q ∈ N is the map S q 0 : C nq → C N defined as follows:
.
We say that M is minimal at p ∈ M if it does not contain any germ of a CR submanifold M M of C N through p having the same CR dimension as M at p. The minimality criterion obtained in [1] states that if M is minimal at 0, then S q 0 is generically of full rank for sufficiently large q, and moreover, in this case, for every neighbourhood U ⊂ C 2qn there exists x 0 ∈ U sucht that S 2q 0 (0) = 0 and such that S 2q 0 is of full rank at x 0 (see e.g. [3] ).
2.6. Real-analytic geometry. In order to prove our theorems we work within the framework of subanalytic and semi-analytic sets; to this end, we recall some basic notions and results. A set A ⊂ R n is called semi-analytic if it is a finite union of intersections of sets defined by real-analytic equations and inequalities:
where A ij is either of the form {h ij = 0} or {h ij > 0} for some real-analytic h ij ∈ R{x 1 , . . . , x n }. The notion of semi-analytic set is modeled on the notion of semialgebraic sets, which are defined in a similar way (with polynomial functions instead of analytic ones) and are closed under projections (Tarski-Seidenberg theorem). On the other hand, semi-analytic sets do not enjoy the same property, and therefore we will need some more subtle results.
If R is any ring of real functions over a set E, a subset A ⊂ E is called definable over R if it can be expressed as (4), with A ij being either of the form {f ij = 0} or {f ij > 0} for some f ij ∈ R. We have the following (see e.g. [5] ):
and let π : X × R k → X be the projection on the first factor. Then π(A) is semi-analytic, i.e., definable over C ω (X).
The family of semi-analytic sets and maps (which are defined as maps whose graphs are semi-analytic sets) is not closed under projections. If one wants to work with images of semi-analytic sets, one encounters the subanalytic sets; for the basics, we refer the reader to [5] .
A (subanalytic) cell decomposition of a subanalytic set A is a finite collection of subsets {C q j } such that each C q j is subanalytically homeomorphic to the ball B q = {x ∈ R q : |x| < 1} (C q j is then called a cell of dimension q) and satisfies the following properties:
(1) A = j,q C q j (2) The closure C q j is the union of C q j and cells of strictly smaller dimension. In this case way say that the sets C q j form a stratification. We will need the following local triviality result of Hardt [13] for bounded subanalytic maps.
Theorem 22 (Hardt) . Let X and Y be bounded subanalytic sets and f : X → Y be a continuous subanalytic map. Then there exist a finite subanalytic stratification
Basic properties of the mapping locus
In this section we describe in more details some main properties of the mapping locus. In particular we are going to provide the proof of Theorem 17.
Proof of Theorem 17. We follow the same steps as in [8] . By [12] , for any bounded semi-analytic set B ⊂ X the ring C ω (B) is Noetherian. It follows that the ring C ω (B)[Λ] is also Noetherian. To prove that E F is locally semi-analytic for any p ∈ E F we consider an open, bounded semi-analytic neighborhood B of p. We will show that E F ∩ B is semi-analytic. Let A be as in (2) . Notice that by construction, it holds that E F ∩ B is precisely equal to the projection of A∩(B×J t0 p ). Write now A = j∈J A j , where A j = A∩U j . Then since E F ∩ B is the union of the projections of A j ∩ (B × J t0 p ) and the finite union of semi-analytic sets is semi-analytic, it is enough to prove that each projection of A j ∩ (B × J t0 p ) is semi-analytic. In the following we fix j ∈ J and omit the dependence on j notationally. Furthermore c i ∈ C ω (B) for all i ∈ N. Hence there exist finitely many indices i 1 , . . . , i ℓ such that
It follows that A∩(B ×J t0 p ) is definable in the sense of Lojasiewicz. By Lojasiewicz's Theorem (cf. [8] ), the projection of A ∩ (B × J t0 p ) onto X is a semi-analytic subset of X.
The next result gives more information about maps H
More specifically, such maps can be (at least generically) selected to depend on ǫ in an analytic way. The following result holds, cf. [8, Lemma 8] for the equidimensional case:
Lemma 23. Suppose E F contains a real-analytic submanifold R ⊂ X, and let ǫ ∈ R and fix a neighborhood U ⊂ R of ǫ. Then there exist δ 1 ∈ U , a neighborhood
Proof. Denote by π : X × J t0 0 → X the projection onto the first factor, and define R := π −1 (R) ∩ A. Then R is a semi-analytic subset of X × J t0 0 . Let R reg be the regular part of R, which is an open dense smooth semi-analytic subset of R. For any point a ∈ R reg define r(a) := rk(π| R reg (a)) and let r 0 := max a∈R reg r(a). DefineR := {a ∈ R reg : r(a) = r 0 }, thenR is an open dense subset of R reg , and thus of R. Since π(R) = R by assumption, we note that it holds thatR := π(R) is open and dense in R. Let δ 1 ∈ U ∩R and let a 1 ∈R such that π(a 1 ) = δ 1 , i.e. a 1 = (δ 1 , Λ 1 ) for a certain Λ 1 ∈ J t0 0 . By the constant rank theorem there is a neighborhood V of a 1 ∈R, a neighborhood V of δ 1 inR, a ball B in some R m and an analytic diffeomorphism ψ : V → V × B, such that ψ(a 1 ) = (δ 1 , 0), and such that π • ψ = π. Define N := V × {0} ⊂ V × B and consider L := π 2 • ψ −1 | N , where π 2 is the projection on the second factor, the jet space. Then L is a real-analytic map and the proof is concluded by setting
The previous selection lemma can be used to generically estimate the dimension of the mapping locus by means of the space of infinitesimal deformations, cf. [8, Theorem 6] for the equidimensional case. (ii) For all δ ∈ D we have:
where we define ψ(δ) = φ(δ) + δ.
Proof. Note that since S is semi-analytic, by [5, 19] S reg is a dense semi-analytic subset of S. Let D be the set of the points satisfying (i) and (ii): We will show that D is an open, dense subset of S reg . Let ǫ 0 ∈ S reg and let O be a neighborhood of ǫ 0 , and let δ 1 ∈ X be the point given by Lemma 23 (with R = O ∩ S reg ): we will show that δ 1 ∈ D. Indeed, take U = V , where V is given by Lemma 23. To show that property (i) is satisfied, define φ as φ(δ) = H δ for all δ ∈ U , where H δ is the one from Lemma 23. To establish (ii) let v ∈ T δ1 S reg . Let δ(t) be a smooth curve in (a neighborhood of δ 1 in) D such that δ(0) = δ 1 and δ ′ (0) = v. We define a smooth curve of maps c t :
In the case of the base-point-type deformation, (iii) is a direct consequence of Corollary 10. This shows that δ 1 ∈ D. Repeating the same arguments for any δ ∈ U shows that δ ∈ D, hence D is an open subset of S reg .
It is worth noting that a stronger selection lemma than in Lemma 23 can be proved using more advanced results of real-analytic geometry. The following lemma is the analogous of [8, Lemma 6] .
Lemma 25. Let ǫ ∈ E F , and fix a neighborhood U of ǫ. Then there exists δ 0 ∈ E F ∩U such that for every map 
Proof. Let A be as in (2) . It is enough to show the conclusion for each A j , which we denote by A by an abuse of notation. Just as in the proof of Theorem 17, for a small ball B ⊂ U we can write A ∩ (B × J t0 p ) as the intersection of the vanishing set of finitely many c i . Using the same argument as Hardt (see [13] ,
Step I of the proof of the main theorem) we can reduce to the case of bounded subanalytic sets, by a fibrewise projectivization of A; this is possible since A is defined by functions which are polynomial in the jet variable. By the version of Hardt's theorem for subanalytic sets (see [13] , in particular the remarks starting at the end of page 291), there exists a partition of π(A ∩ B) into subanalytic sets C 1 , . . . , C m in such a way that π| π −1 (Cj) is trivial for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Furthermore we can find a stratification C 
which is an open neighborhood of (δ 0 , j
0 H δ0 ) has the property that j δ ∈ W and setting H δ := Φ(δ, j δ ), where Φ is from (1), shows the claim.
A class of maps satisfying JPP
We are now going to define a class of maps satisfying JPP from Definition 12, namely the finitely nondegenerate maps ( [16] ). The following definition is taken almost verbatim from [9] ; since some adaptations to the setting of this paper are needed we state the definition again for the convenience of the reader.
. . , L n ) be a basis of CR vector fields of (M, p).
We define the open set 
Let us stress that the distinction between k-nondegeneracy and ℓ-finite nondegeneracy is important: A map is ℓ-finitely nondegenerate if and only if it is knondegenerate for some k ≤ ℓ. Our next two results show that both k-nondegenerate and ℓ-finitely nondegenerate maps satisfy the JPP.
N be a germ of a generic minimal real-analytic submanifold of (C N , p) and (M ′ ǫ , p ′ ) ǫ∈X be a deformation. Fix k 0 ∈ N and let t be the minimum integer, such that the Segre map S t p of order t associated to M is generically of full rank. Then
The following corollary is immediate from the definition of the JPP and the preceding theorem. In order to show Theorem 27 we follow the line of thought as in [9] . The next Lemma is an immediate consequence of [16, Prop. 25, Cor. 26] and of standard parametrization techniques. The key fact we need to use is that in the basic identity of [16, Prop. 25 ] the map Ψ will depend analytically on ǫ, since the Φ j appearing in the proof depend polynomially on finitely many derivatives of the defining function of M ′ . Furthermore the implicit function theorem used to obtain Ψ from the Φ j preserves analyticity in ǫ; using [9, Prop. 37] allows to prove the following.
Lemma 29. Under the assumptions of Theorem 27 the following holds: For all ℓ ∈ N and j ∈ J k0 there exists a holomorphic mapping Ψ
for (Z, ζ) in a neighborhood of (p,p) in M, where ∂ ℓ denotes the collection of all derivatives up to order ℓ. Furthermore there exist polynomials P ℓ,j α,β , Q ℓ,j and integers e ℓ,j α,β such that
Evaluating (6) along Segre sets we obtain the following result. Notice that the Segre sets involved do not depend on ǫ, so the analytic dependence on ǫ is preserved, when equations of the form (6) are evaluated along the Segre sets.
Corollary 30. For fixed j ∈ J, q ∈ N with q even there exists a holomorphic mapping ϕ 
Furthermore there exist (holomorphic) polynomials R q,j γ , S q,j and integers m q,j γ such that
Proof of Theorem 27. The following is an adaptation of the proof as given in [9, proof of Thm. 36] . By the choice of t ≤ d + 1, the Segre map S t p is generically of maximal rank. By Lemma 4.1.3 in [3] , the Segre map S 2t p is of maximal rank at p. Using the constant rank theorem, there exists a neighborhood V of S 2t p in (C{x [1;2t] }) N and a map T : V → (C{Z}) 2tn such that A • T (A) = Id for all A ∈ V. We now define the holomorphic map (10) φ : V × (C{x [1;2t] ·, Λ) ). Note that Φ j depends analytically on ǫ, applying φ(S 2t p , ·) to both sides of equation (8) with q = 2t we get
Thus we have that φ(A, h•A)
which gives (b) in JPP. By setting q j (ǫ, Λ) = S 2t,j (ǫ, Λ), where S 2t,j is given in (9), a direct computation using (9) and (10) allows to derive the expansion in (1). Let U j be a neighborhood of {p} × U j in C N such that Φ j is convergent on U j . By applying the usual procedure of plugging the form (1) into the mapping equation (after choosing a parametrization t → Σ(t) of M ) and developing in powers of t we obtain (2) . The c 
Construction of a singular mapping locus
In this section we are going to provide an example of a mapping locus whose irreducible components are singular. This phenomenon cannot happen in the equidimensional case and highlights one difference with the positive codimensional case.
Let N, N ′ ∈ N with 2N > N ′ . We write coordinates on C N +1 as (Z, w) with Z = (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N ), and on C
For any j, k ∈ N, we denote by N(j, k) the number of monomials in j variables of order less than or equal to k. 
Lemma 31. There exists k 0 ∈ N and a semi-algebraic subset B ⊂ J (With an abuse of notation, we will identify with B the analogous set B p contained in the space J k0,d p of jets about p = 0.)
For any multi-indices J ∈ N 2N +1 and K ∈ N 2N ′ +1 , where J = (j, j, ℓ) with j = (j 1 , . . . , j N ), j = (j 1 , . . . , j N ) and
Applying the D J derivative (with |J| ≤ k) to the left hand side of (11), using the chain rule and evaluating at 0 we obtain
The system of equations in J
given by (12) (with |J| ≤ k) has a Jacobian of full rank at 0, as can be easily verified by taking in account the triangular structure of the system. Hence B ′ k is a smooth algebraic submanifold of J
Note that the image H(M ) of any holomorphic embedding of M into C N ′ +1 can be turned into the manifold (13) {z
by a local change of coordinates. Indeed, if H : M → H(M ) is such an embedding, we can first apply a change of coordinates in C 
The proof of the lemma is concluded by putting B = B k0 .
Proof of Theorem 2. Write n = N − 1. Let u, Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ), τ be coordinates in R × C n × C with Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ), z j = x j + iy j , τ = s + it. Let Y ⊂ C be a singular real-analytic subset defined as Y = {r(s, t) = 0} with r vanishing at 0. For certain (real) polynomial functions α 1 , . . . , α n , β, γ : R × C n × C → C, to be determined later, we define the following map φ :
Then dφ has (real) rank 2n + 3 (at least around the origin) and
is a real-analytic hypersurface (at least around the origin). We denote by ρ ′ the (uniquely determined) defining function of M ′ of the form
Note that C is a real-analytic subset of M ′ of dimension 2N and C ∼ = Y × M . Let E ⊂ M ′ be the mapping locus, i.e. the set of the points of M ′ admitting a local holomorphic mapping of M . By construction and the homogeneity of M it holds that C ⊂ E. We want to show that for a suitable choice of α 1 , . . . , α n , β, γ the set E is contained in a proper semi-analytic subset E of M ′ of dimension 2N . This proves the theorem, since if C ⊂ E ⊂ E, where the dimension of E is equal to the dimension of C, then E is a singular semi-analytic subset having C as an irreducible component.
Let E be the set of the p ∈ M ′ such that j E ⊂ E. Note that, since B is semi-algebraic and of positive codimension, it is contained in the union of finitely many proper algebraic subvarieties B 1 , . . . , B ℓ (this can be seen by disregarding the inequalities in the definition of B). To show that E is a semi-analytic subset of positive codimension, then it will be enough to check that for a suitable choice of α 1 , . . . , α n , β, γ and of τ 0 close enough to 0, putting φ(0, τ 0 ) = p 0 we have j k0 p0 ρ ′ ∈ B j for all j = 1, . . . , ℓ. In this case E is contained in the union of the real-analytic sets X j = {p ∈ M ′ : j k0 p ρ ′ ∈ B j }, each of them proper since p 0 ∈ X j , and hence it has positive codimension.
To show the claim, choose τ 0 = s 0 + it 0 close enough to 0 such that τ 0 ∈ Y , consider the change of coordinates s ′ = s − s 0 , t ′ = t − t 0 , and let q be such that q(s ′ , t ′ ) = r(s, t). We have q(0, 0) = 0, so that we can consider the real power series centered at 0 defining 1/q. Let δ be any complex-valued power series in the variables u, Z, τ ′ = s ′ + it ′ , and let α = j k0 (δ In other words we can obtain any prescribed jet of φ at (0, τ 0 ), and hence any prescribed jet of ρ ′ at φ(0, τ 0 ) = p 0 , by the appropriate choice of α 1 , . . . , α n , β, γ: in particular we can choose them in such a way that j k0 p0 ρ ′ ∈ ℓ j=1 B j . Remark 32. More specifically, the proof of Theorem 2 shows that any given singular set Y of C can be realized in the following sense: We can construct a hypersurface M ′ ⊂ C N +1 such that there exists an irreducible component C of E F with the property that C ∼ = Y × M .
Examples
We wish to present a list of examples showing the various phenomena that can appear in the geometric structure of the mapping locus. Similar behaviors can be seen in the (equidimensional) case of the equivalence locus, cf. [8, §7] . Indeed that one is a special case of our setting. However we would like to construct examples in the positive codimension case. 
